MISSION CAITA is Launched!
Our team has apprehended a chimpanzee,
later named Caita, of 7 years old, who was
tied horribly in the trunk. Poachers were
going to sell her to the market. It’s unknown
exactly how long Caita was held captive
with the poachers and what other
unsanitary conditions she was exposed to.
She was starting to make progress by eating
and drinking but then the tetanus took
hold. Our baby girl Caita got her hand
caught in a snare. The snare was rusty. As a
result, she has contracted tetanus. All the
vets could do for Caita is to treat the
symptoms and hope that Caita is strong
enough to fight the disease. She got 2
fingers that was trapped in the snare and
tetanus infected removed in surgery.
BUT SHE DID NOT MAKE IT! Sadly her little
body gave up to septic shock and we have
lost her. Her burial was simple. She caught
the attention of many around the world and
she will never be forgotten.
Caita is just one example of wildlife
trafficking. For every baby chimpanzee
torn away from wildlife, another average
of 10 from the same family trying to save
the baby is killed in the process. We have
saved countless lives from horrific
circumstances. Animals who were all
taken from their families / homes in the
wild by humans, to be sold to black
market. They are sold for their flesh, their
bones, their blood, their organs, their
body parts. They are sold for humans to
hold them captive for entertainment;
many spending their entire lives trapped
in tiny, filthy, barren cages. They are sold
to zoos and man-made safari parks where
humans pay to keep them trapped and
away from everything that is natural to
them. They are sold to laboratories where
they’re tortured in the name of “science”.
None of these animals belongs anywhere
but in the wild with their families. The
ones who are rescued from the evil grip of
humans are given everything possible to
keep them safe and their lives enriched in
sanctuary but make no mistake, there is
no replacement for their families and their
wild homes. None.

Cabinda is home to more animals like this,
and we need to lift these animals to
better living conditions. Wild@Life will
undertake the task and we will make sure
to built the first sanctuary of the area
within Mission Caita.

Mission Caita has 2 goals:
•

Saving chimpanzees trapped in
cages throughout Cabinda and
built the first sanctuary.

•

Empowering Rangers in the fight
against poachers.

During the past months Wild@Life e.V. was extremely busy in
supporting animal causes around Africa.
Thanks to our friends at Wales Ape
and Monkey Sanctuary, we have
secured our first of the kind Ranger
financed by supporters like yourself.
Our Private Ranger will fight poachers
in Cabinda as part of Mission Caita.
We have supported wildlife rescuers
and guardians in Angola, Zimbabwe
and South Africa with gear upgrades.

In the meantime, we were approached by
a French movie company for a short
documentary about the life of our
Founder Asli Han Gedik and her amazing
relations to wild animals and the crew
spent time in Zimbabwe and Zambia for
the filming of the movie. The movie will be
aired first on December 27th on C8 French
channel. The filming took place under the
warmest season (47 degrees) and
showcases the relationship with elephants
and lions.
After the closure of filming, Wild@Life
reached South Africa to rescue lions from
a canned hunting breeding facility.

Lion Rescue from Breeding / Canned Hunting Farms
A canned hunt is a trophy hunt which
is not "fair chase"; it has been made
too easy for the hunter. In some
examples, animals have been kept in a
confined area, such as in a fenced-in
area, increasing the likelihood of the
hunter obtaining a kill. In most cases
the lions are kept in tiny enclosures,
are confined to horrible places, with
limited or no food and extreme stress
and with no hygienic and veterinary
care. A “hunter” can then chose the
lions he wants to kill and conduct the
killings in the most easy way, even
sitting from his vehicle. Animals does
not stand any chance. Such facilities
even put male lions in small
enclosures for them to fight each
other, so lions can have scars on their
faces and the trophy can seem to
come from a total wild lion.

Canned hunting is a fast-growing
business in South Africa, where
thousands of lions are being bred
on more than 160 farms to be
shot by wealthy foreign trophyhunters. There are now more lions
held in captivity (upwards of
5,000) in the country than live
wild (about 2,000). Wild@Life e.V.
Is dedicated to rescue such lions
from such facilities with the local
partners.
During November 2019, our team has reached South Africa to rescue 22 lions
from one of these farms. The team was overwhelmed seeing 10 lions kept in
totally secluded and closed shed with no light nor grass.
And darting has begun. Was an extra
load of work and took long time to
calm the lions after each darting.
These lions had no access to outside
nor any light and grass, so their stress
levels where much higher than usual.
We were committed to take them
out! So we did... one by one!

We worked non stop to move the lions to
the transport trailer, which we drove
back to the sanctuary, where they will
learn to be lions again.

On our way out we have met a
lonely lion. He was not good or
handsome enough to be sold as a
trophy lion, his tale was crooked.
He was lion number 22 in the
registry. He was likely to be sold
for the Asian bone trade to
become part of a local medicine.
We couldn’t let this happen. So we
made a deal to secure the funds
when back to Germany, Wild@Life
Head Quarters. We named him
Georges

And so we did! We will not leave him behind. He will join the sanctuary once the
semi wild enclosures will be ready. He will join the others and he will learn to be a
lion again! With his own pride.

Below is some of the lions we rescued from the shed, who now lives in the
sanctuary, with proper trees and surroundings and most importantly: together!

Our work isn’t over yet. Many still awaits for help and we can’t do this without
you. If you want to be a part of the work to end canned hunting lion business,
please support us!

Wild@Life Received Golden Values Award at the
3rd Istanbul Economy Summit
The 3rd Istanbul Economy Summit took
place in Çırağan Palace on December
5th, with the theme: Are We Ready for
the New World Order?
The Istanbul Economy Summit is a
platform where the world economy
leaders debate the new world order and
the opportunities brought on by it,
helping the participant businesses to
implement partnerships in different
countries.
Turkish Republic government officials,
bureaucrats, ambassadors, foreign
companies, prominent businessmen,
senior
executives
of
innovative
companies,
young
entrepreneurs,
chairmen and CEOs of small-medium
and big scale companies, NGOs and
representatives of Technoparks are
invited to the summit as participants,
moderators and speakers.
By communicating the results of the
debates between the participant
businesses and policymakers, lobbying
in a result-oriented way, finding
sustainable orbits, setting mutual
standards and achievable goals, pulling
up at climate change,

global warming, economic inequality,
poverty, and ramping up on innovation,
peace, justice, employment, gender
equality,
sustainability,
growth,
durability, sustainable management of
terrestrial ecosystems, global wealth
and wellbeing.

During the Evening Session, Wild@Life
e.V. Chairman Aslihan Gedik received
Golden Values Award 2019, as person
of the year for Nature and Wildlife
Conservation.

Our Shop is Online!

We recently teamed up with Spreadshirt and we are now online! From all sales
we will receive 20% Of commission that will go directly to our projects! So you
can help us while shopping!
https://shop.spreadshirt.de/wildatlife/all

We are grateful for all the trust support you have given to us. This meant a lot
and Wild@Life e.V. could bring much needed help to wilderness. We all know we
are losing the battle to save what is left on our planet so your support will be
even more important for the next years. We need to fight stronger in order to
save Mother Nature. Will you be there for it?
Together we can achieve better!
Please remember us in your donation list for this Christmas Season! Nature
needs it more than ever!

Thank you,
Donate now
Wild@Life e.V.

PS: If you do not wish to receive our seldom newsletters, please let us know by
replying to this email.

